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FOREWORD

Vanessa Williams-Hall†

The staff of the Washington International Law Journal presents the second installment of Volume 27. Until recently, the Washington International Law Journal was the Pacific Rim Law & Policy Journal and was limited to the Pacific Rim and related law and policy. The Journal’s scope expanded in Volume 24 to include all international, foreign, and comparative law topics. This issue seeks to merge our traditional Pacific Rim focus with articles and comments addressing a wide range international and foreign law topics.

First, readers can explore the regional strategies, norms, institutions, and politics behind various international investment treaties with an article by Diane Desierto. Second, Trevor Ryan and Wendy Bonython provide readers with an overview of dementia-related tort liability in the civil and common law jurisdictions, offering meaningful recommendations for such liability moving forward. Third, Ernest Caldwell offers a meaningful analysis of transitional justice legislation in Taiwan both before and during the Tsai Administration. And finally, Venetia Argyropoulou provides insight into whether the European Union is to blame for acts of financial distress taking place in the Union.

In addition to the diversity of article topics presented in the issue, two student comments provide readers with topics of international significance. First, Jennifer Calkins assesses the likely effectiveness of the Paris Agreement by comparing it to Agenda 21’s successes and failures. Second, Kelly Skahan analyzes campaign finance law enforcement in the United States, Australia, and the United Kingdom, arguing that all three nations would benefit from implementing enforcement procedures analogous to those used by the New York City Campaign Finance Board.

The Washington International Law Journal relies on the support of scholars, donors, and the University of Washington to publish legal scholarship at the forefront of international law. On behalf of the Volume 27 Executive Board, I would like to thank University of Washington School

† Vanessa Williams-Hall is the Editor-in-Chief of the Washington International Law Journal. She is a J.D. candidate at the University of Washington School of Law.
of Law’s Dean Scott Schumacher and Dean Jessica Brase for their continued support of the Journal. I would also like to thank our Board of Directors for its guidance over the course of this issue.

We are proud to present our readers with this compilation of foreign and international law scholarship. With that, we present the second issue of Volume 27.